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AaiDialsEthics a n  
(155N O~97-9094)
A QUARTERLY PUBLISHED IN MARCH~ JUNE~JOURNAL R  J  J SEPTEMBER�
AND DECEMBER BY THE SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF ETHICS AND�
ANIMALS (SSEA).�, 
Editor B.. MILLERHARLAN I  
Maaagiag KEISTER n n Editor JEANNE 
THE SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF ETHICS AND ANIMALS HAS 
BEEN ESTABLISHED TO PROVIDE FOR THE EXCHANGE OF INFOR­-
MATION AND TO PROVIDE ARENAS FOR DISCUSSION AND DEBATE 
BETWEEN THOSE INTERESTED IN ETHICAL QUESTIONS CONCERN­-
ING HUMAN TREATMENT OF NO~HUMAN ANIMALS. THE SOCIETY 
WILL NOT TAKE SIDESD ~J AND IS COMMITTED ONLY TO OPEN 
DISCUSSION. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: INDIVIDUALS RECEIVE ETHICS AND ANIMALS 
AS MEMBERS OF THE SSEA. MEMBERSHIPS ARE BY CALENDAR YEAR. 
THE INDIVIDUAL DUES FOR 1980 ARE $2.00 (PAYMENTS RECEIVED 
IN 1979 HAVE BEEN APPLIED TO 1980 MEMBERSHIPS). IF AIR 
DESIRED~MAIL DELIVERY IS SI J AN ADDITIONAL $2.00 IS ADDED. 
INSTITUTIONS (LIBRARIES~B I SJ UNIVERSITIES~I ERSITIES J ETC.) ARE NOT 
ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP~E BERSHIP J WHICH IS LIMITED TO BIOLOGICAL 
INDIVIDUALS~ MAY ETHICS AND ANIMALSLS J BUT SUBSCRIBE TO 8
AT THE RATE OF $4.00 PER CALENDAR YEAR $2,00(PLUS .  IF 
AIR MAIL DELIVERY IS REQUIRED). MEMBERS JOINING~ J OR
INSTITUTIONS SUBSCRIBING~ ANY POINT WITHIN A YEARS RI I  J AT 
WILL RECEIVE THE COMPLETE VOLUME FOR THAT YEAR. 
ALL PAYMENTS SHOULD BE IN U.S. FUNDS. SEND SUBSCRIPTIONS 
AND ALL OTHER MATERIALS TO: 
SSEA 
DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION 
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
BLACKSBURG~S RG J VA 24061 
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